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Score consists of a timeline and 20 or 30 second system, divided into x2 or x3 10-second ‘bars’. There are instrumental staves in transposed pitch and a triple tape stave in each system. In the taoe stave, pitched material is articulated in treble and bass clefs, non-pitched material in the centre stave. 


Accidentals carry through each 10-second bar

Both players require a stopwatch to synchronise the piece. These should be started at the same time as the monitor footage and the audio track. Timings are given on the score. 

Bold dotted lines indicate a new section

Arrows following scored material indicate for the final phrase to be repeated ad lib until the next notated phrase or until where a rest is indicated. Here the rest should be observed as to where it coincides on the timeline. 





Improvised section: At D, players should, one at a time (clarinet first) walk over to their laptop, open it and use the eye movements of the footage as a ‘score’. Players may assign particular eye or head movements to specific musical gestures themselves. All improvised material is indicated on the score. 

After the 6:10 mark, players may close the laptop footage and should return to the centre of the performance areas. Eventually they should begin to dismantle their instruments in the performance space; improvised material may be performed on instrument fragments at this point. Players should try to cease playing and leave the performance area by the end of the piece. 
The performance area should be set up as follows:
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                                           performer
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Monitor footage of each players’ instrument should be installed on the monitor facing them. A laptop featuring that repsective musicians ‘forehead’ footage (as DVD or quicktime/dv file) should be placed on each monitor. The overhead footage should be projected onto the players using a projector cradle. 

The tape part is recorded in 4-Channel surround and should be mixed thus. The following configurations may be used:

	4-channel audio (e.g. Logic) independent of the monitors (both monitor DVDs to be started via remote control by the performers – audio track to be started by someone offstage).

	Audio played from DVDs (through desk). Audio channel 1&2 is on the bass clarinet DVD footage – Audio channel 3 &4 is on the saxophone footage. Care must be taken to ensure as exact synchronicity as possible. 


The overhead projection is triggered by remote control. This can be done by the individual operating the audio set up and may be activated at any point during the first few seconds of the piece. The laptop footage has a far longer running time than the piece itself. Thus, the laptop footage should be activated some minutes before the performance actually begins. Exactly where the piece joins the laptop parts when they are opened is left utterly to chance. 

By-Product was created for the 2007 ‘Waste’ festival at CESTA, Tábor, Czech Republic. It was premiered by Duo X (pictured on cover page).

